
Calm Pittsburgh Internship
Fall 2022



I’ve learned so much at Calm, and it is an 
opportunity I will forever be grateful for!



Where?

Calm Pittsburgh has two locations:

● Lawrenceville, PA

○ Initial location, 5 offices

○ Reception office for admin work

○ Conference table and tv near kitchen

● Monroeville, PA

○ New location, 7 offices

○ Nook for admin work and conference room

● Most clinicians also do plenty of virtual sessions



Clinicians

Dana Kirkpatrick

Nanelle Florence

Josh Bechdel

Dr. Melody Caldwell

Kesedria Carter

Erica Cavill

Amy Protho

Abby Ritter

Charmaine Ensinger

Sarah Forrest

Emily Franke

Elise Glad

Cheyenne Holyfield

Dr. Kate Hostetler

Anneke Shuster

Julia Yost

Lynde Rozier

Alexander Pepper

● They each have their 
own specialties and 
styles

● They may use art 
therapy, EMDR, CBT, 
and much more!

● Some provide 
counseling to children 
and adolescents, others 
provide to adults, and a 
few provide to all ages!

● Dana is also the owner 
and director

● Nanelle is also the 
clinical manager* I bolded and underlined 

the clinicians I worked with 
in at least some capacity



Staff

Chiara Orsini– prior Practice Manager, now part-time Business Manager

Tonya Blackwell- new Practice Manager (started in mid-November)

Jennifer McNulty– Brand/Experience Designer

Maxine Ausbrooks– Office Assistant (used to be an intern from RMU)

* I worked with all of these people, especially Maxine!



I mainly worked with…

Dana Kirkpatrick
Owner/Director

Maxine Ausbrooks
Office Assistant



Calm is a safe and inclusive space!

.

Calm is very 
LGBTQ+ friendly!



The Space

Jen, the designer, worked hard with Dana to find 
products and an aesthetic that works with Calm and 

to bring the atmosphere they want for clients as 
well as to be efficient for the clinicians and staff.



How to Find Each Office

Lawrenceville office (3rd floor) Monroeville office (4th floor)



Lawrenceville Offices

Each office has a desk for the 
clinician and at least one couch 
for clients to sit

This office has a corner for 
children to play and write on the 

board during their sessions

Each office also has some sort of 
coffee table for clients to put 

their items. There are also 
wipes, coasters,and tissues on 
them. Here, I have my consent 
form for a client sitting on the 

table before their session.



Lawrenceville Library

Lawrenceville has a wonderful 
library section for clients and 
clinicians to use. We have plenty 
of books, puzzles, card games, and 
fidget toys to use for sessions. 
This is also where the fish are. 



Monroeville Offices

While Lawrenceville has 5 offices, Monroeville has 7.



Monroeville Offices Cont.

Each office was put together 
by Calm’s wonderful 

designer, Jen.

Each room has some sort of 
fidget toys for both clients 
and clinicians to use during 

sessions.

Clients of any age are able to color a part of this 
poster. I colored the leaf near the top left corner.

Each room is unique in its own 
ways. This room utilizes the style 

of the pillows on the couch.



The Little Things

Here is the dishwasher at Lawrenceville 
with a magnet to determine if the dishes 
inside are dirty.

The seating area in the lobby 
featured a table with 

magazines for clients and 
their families to look at while 

waiting. Many of these are 
mental health-related.

This picture is one of the 
many “finishing touches” 

that helps create the 
friendly vibe of Calm.



My Duties

As an intern at Calm, I was responsible for 
certain tasks, but generally, I was able to do 

what benefited me.



Daily Tasks

● At Lawrenceville, there were some things I did as soon as I came in:
○ Fed the fish
○ Took out trash and recycling from full cans
○ Washed/dried/put out dishes
○ Watered plants
○ Filled Keurig with water and stocked pods
○ Organized and stocked the coffee station for the clients and clinicians
○ Fluffed and reset pillows
○ Checked stock of masks and business cards
○ Cleaned surfaces (counters, tables)
○ Bathroom maintenance (toilet paper, soap, trash)

● Then, I’d talk to Dana and/or Max and check my Calm emails



Coffee Area and Lobby

I was in charge of making sure the coffee 
area was stocked and the lobby looked nice. 
On the counter, there are usually cups, the 

Keurig, sugar, tea, and coffee pods.



Important Links This is a tab I always had open at Calm 
with most of the links I often needed



Toolkits

● One of my main jobs at Calm was to create and add to what we call 
“toolkits” in the Google Drive

● This was the main thing that I would work on if I didn’t have any active 
tasks to do or if I was working from home

● There is a vast list of toolkits that I added to
● I also created a few

○ Including: Open Relationships, Paranoid Personality Disorder, Trichotillomania, 
Dermatillomania, General Sleep



Example Toolkit
This is an example of a completed toolkit, 
which we have organized in a folder in our 

Google Drive. They vary, but they all at least 
have local experts, resources, groups, 

information for people in their lives, videos, 
and books. Most contain diagnostic 

information, as well. 

This is one of the toolkits that I 
worked a bit on!



Organization and Fun Tasks

I got to do things like 
laminating, labeling and 

logging our new books, and 
printing out stuff for Dana.



The Lunches!

One of the amazing benefits about being an 
intern at Calm is that you get absolutely 

fantastic free lunches about once a week!



Final Takeaways
Did I like Calm? What do I wish went differently? Would I recommend this practicum to others?



What do I wish went differently?

● More observing sessions
○ I took every opportunity a clinician gave me
○ I wasn’t in nearly as many sessions as I’d have liked

● More observing supervisions
○ I sat in on only one supervision

● I wish I could have attended the ADHD group
○ I was busy during the time of it
○ Max was the moderator for it

● Sex therapy sessions
○ I wanted to sit in on sex therapy sessions, although they have sensitive topics
○ I mainly only dealt with product outreach and organized the products after Dana took 

them to an event for people to look at



Would I recommend Calm to others?

Yes, yes, yes, 1-million times yes! I had such a 
great time while I was here. I was very sad to 
leave, which is a good thing! There is so much 

flexibility and everyone is so kind.

Here are the three different “business card-like” 
items that we give out and clients can take. The 

actual business cards are the most popular.



My Goodbye Email :( I’ve never had a goodbye this bittersweet!



Goodbye Email Responses :)
Getting these responses made me feel 

really good about the work I did and the 
mark I made while at Calm.



Calm Pittsburgh is truly an amazing place. Dana has truly 
enriched my life by allowing me into her practice this semester. 

I’m so thankful for all of this!

Here’s me being happy 
that we got our new DSMs 

for clinicians to use 
(copies in both offices!).
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